How Congress is failing America

Newsweek: Some say the passage of health care legislation shows that Congress really isn’t broken. Those people are wrong, Ezra Klein argues.

Video: McCain taps Palin power in Senate push
Tea partiers descend on Sen. Reid’s hometown
U.S. set to make $8 billion from bailing out Citi

Butler v. Kansas State: You look awfully familiar
Beyond the Arc: Friday was all about defense

Hobbyist ‘stunned’ by his Earth photos
Video: For less than $1,000, Robert Harrison wowed NASA with pictures he took with a camera purchased on eBay, GPS tracking device, weather balloon and some duct tape.
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NYT: Deaf boys tried to tell of abuse for years
Priest says of touching boys: ‘I went too far’
Newsweek: Church must find new voice
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2 boys survive Kentucky crash that killed 11
Iraq’s top vote-getter reaches out to rivals
Fertility firms pay up to $50,000 for donors’ eggs
Millions unplugged worldwide for Earth Hour
Israel’s quit Gaza after worst clash in a year
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Data theft targets 3.3 million with student loans
Rescuers search for sunken S. Korea ship’s crew
New housing plan may help few
Volunteers amble through olfactory jungle of NYC
Newsweek: Luxury brand winners, losers in recession

2 boys survive Kentucky crash that killed 11
Iraq’s top vote-getter reaches out to rivals
Fertility firms pay up to $50,000 for donors’ eggs
Millions unplugged worldwide for Earth Hour
Israel’s quit Gaza after worst clash in a year

More unwed pairs signing ‘pre-prenups’
Springtime in space

Off the air
Great-great-granny goes skydiving
Parents coo over ‘Babies’ documentary

‘Everything is different now’
Schnely Similien’s family is reunited for the first time since learning about the 4-year-old’s new limb.

Video: Walking, but nowhere to go

Hobbyist ‘stunned’ by his Earth photos
Video: For less than $1,000, Robert Harrison wowed NASA with pictures he took with a camera purchased on eBay, GPS tracking device, weather balloon and some duct tape.

Sacramento Man Gunned Down In Home Invasion
Duo Charged With Murder In Boy’s Death
3 Suspected Of Swiping Cardboard Bales
Man Shot In Arm During W. Sac Crime

Forecast for Sacramento, CA via weather.com
Today 71ºF / 48ºF
Sunday 73ºF / 49ºF
Monday 69ºF / 55ºF
Detailed
Hourly
Weather news
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### U.S. & world

#### Top headlines

- **Rescuers search for S. Korea ship's crew**
  - Hopes faded for the rescue of 46 sailors missing 12 hours after an explosion occurred on a South Korean military ship that sank in one of the country's worst naval disasters.

- **Israelis quit Gaza after deadly clash**
  - 2 boys survive Ky., crash that killed 11

- **Priest describes touching boys: 'I went too far'**

- **Iraq's top vote-getter reaches out to rivals**

- **Arab League chief urges closer ties with Iran**

- **Millions unplug worldwide for Earth Hour**

- **Marine general: Gays would get their own rooms**

### Politics

#### Top headlines

- **McCain enlists Palin in 2010 Senate fight**
  - John McCain helped Sarah Palin launch her national political career two years ago. Now, she's trying to help McCain save his.

- **U.S. set to make $8 billion from bailing out Citi**
  - Thousands expected for tea party rally

- **Nevada tea party candidate facing felony charges**

- **Democrats send Obama final health measure**

- **2nd pick for transportation security chief is out**

- **RNC loses bid to raise unlimited money**

### Business

#### Top headlines

- **Stocks finish day mixed; Dow up slightly**
  - The stock market looks tired. Stocks closed mixed for a second day after investors grew pessimistic about the market's ability to keep its rally going.

- **U.S. set to make $8 billion from bailing out Citi**
  - Winning coaches score big in March Madness

- **Latest housing plan might help only a few**

- **Q&A: Obama's new mortgage aid plan**

- **The great grocery smackdown**

- **Forbes.com: Cars with the best gas mileage**

### Markets

#### Dow industrials

- **Dow industrials**
  - **+9.15**
  - +0.08%
  - last 10850.36

#### Nasdaq

- **Nasdaq**
  - **-2.28**
  - -0.10%
  - last 2395.13

#### S&P 500

- **S&P 500**
  - **+0.86**
  - +0.07%
  - last 1166.59

### Sports

#### Kentucky's party might be over

- **Beyond the Arc: Butler seeks first Final Four**
  - Opinion: Comeback stories plentiful in Elite Eight

- **Beyond the Arc: John Wall and Kentucky are flying high on offense and defense right now, but face a West Virginia team that may be equal — or better — on Saturday.**

#### Entertainment

#### Frail Dennis

- **Time's up: '24' ends after this season**
  - New whitening cream found in Jackson home

- **Actress Dennis Hopper diagnosed with brain cancer**

### Multimedia & features

- **Census: Be counted, but don't be scammed**

- **White House to offer housing aid program**

- **Best of the big dance more photos**

- **Race to the NBA playoffs**
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### Health

**Top headlines**

- Cancer question complicates 9/11 deal
- New law unclear on coverage for sick kids
- Egg donors offered up to $50,000
- Allergies mysteriously on rise in U.S.
- Schneily, other amputees step into an uncertain future
- Health bill covers children until 26?
- Cuba to vaccinate 1 million against swine flu

**Topics**

- Health care
- Women's health
- Kids and parenting
- Heart health
- Aging
- Diet and nutrition

### Tech & science

**Top headlines**

- Cosmic Log: Hubble hits new heights
- Nintendo reveals 3-D on eve of DSi XL roll out
- Navigating China's web of censors
- Wireless stars of the show
- NASA OKs shuttle for launch despite glitch
- Data theft targets 3.3 million with student loans
- See Venus and Mercury shine in celestial dance

**Topics**

- Space
- Science
- Tech & gadgets
- Security
- Wireless
- Games

### Travel

**Top headlines**

- Work goes on at Johannesburg’s Soccer City
- Princess Di’s former home gets moody makeover
- Get a river view of D.C.’s cherry blossoms
- Retail therapy and good deals at top outlet stores
- Need a shakeup? 10 spots to reinvent yourself
- Lights out for climate change
- Muggles rejoice! Harry Potter park opening in June

**Topics**

- Photos
- Destinations
- Deals
- Seasonal
- Active
- News

### Spotlight on coverage supported by our sponsors

- **Nightly News**
  - Actor Dennis Hopper honored with Hollywood star
- **Wake Up to Good News**
  - A Teenage Hero and a Dog That Can ... Read?
- **LifeLine**
  - Produce price hikes throw consumers a curveball
- **TODAY Moms**
  - Plan your family’s summer getaway
- **Cooking School**
  - Bacon-flavored doughnut among nation’s best?